Effect of CAT or AGG interruptions and CpG methylation on nucleosome assembly upon trinucleotide repeats on spinocerebellar ataxia, type 1 and fragile X syndrome.
Nucleosome packaging regulates many aspects of DNA metabolism and is thought to mediate genetic instability and transcription of expanded trinucleotide repeats. Both instability and transcription are sensitive to repeat length, tract purity, and CpG methylation. CAT or AGG interruptions within the (CAG)n or (CGG)n tracts of spinocerebellar ataxia, type 1 or fragile X syndrome, respectively, confer increased genetic stability to the repeats. We report the formation of nucleosomes on sequences containing pure and interrupted (CAG)n and (CGG)n repeats having lengths above and below the genetic stability thresholds. Increased lengths of pure repeats led to increased and decreased propensities for nucleosome assembly on the (CAG)n and (CGG)n repeats, respectively. CpG methylation of the CGG repeat further reduced assembly. CAT interruptions in (CAG)n tracts decreased nucleosome assembly. In contrast, AGG interruptions in (CGG)n tracts did not affect assembly by hypoacetylated histones. The latter observation was unaltered by CpG methylation of the repeats. However, nucleosome assembly by hyperacetylated histones on interrupted CGG tracts was increased relative to pure tracts and this effect was abolished by CpG methylation. Thus, CAT or AGG interruptions can modulate the ability of (CAG)n and (CGG) tracts to assemble into chromatin and the effect of the AGG interruptions is dependent upon both the methylation status of the DNA and the acetylation status of the histones. Compared with the genetically unstable pure repeats, both interruptions permit a propensity of nucleosome assembly closer to that of random (genetically stable) sequences, suggesting an association of nucleosome assembly of trinucleotide repeats and genetic instability.